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This is a “not-really-a-crime” story by my definition of crime stories—no murder, no theft, only the
secrets of a grief-stricken mother’s heart—but it was enough of a domestic puzzler that Nancy
Pickard selected it for her anthology, "Mom, Apple Pie, and Murder."(Cover design and graphics
copyright © 2013 Maron & Company)



Growth Marksby Margaret MaronA Margaret Maron Short StoryCopyright © 2013 by Margaret
Maron. (Original publication 1999.) All rights reserved.This short story is a work of fiction.
Names, characters, places, and incidents either are the product of the author’s imagination or
are used fictitiously, and any resemblance to actual persons, living or dead, events, or locales is
entirely coincidental.Table of ContentsCoverTitle PageCopyrightGrowth MarksAbout Margaret
MaronAlso by Margaret MaronGrowth MarksThis is a “not-really-a-crime” story by my definition
of crime stories—no murder, no theft, only the secrets of a grief-stricken mother’s heart—but it
was enough of a domestic puzzler that Nancy Pickard selected it for her anthology, Mom, Apple
Pie, and Murder.Sun., Feb. 9th—Ted & Abby have finally left. It’s 90 min. by the interstate back to
Winston & I persuaded them to leave early so I wouldn’t worry about them slipping & sliding on
dark icy roads.Not that she would, thought Grace Currin as she re-read what she had just written
in her journal. Ted approached driving like everything else in life: safely, cautiously. That was a
terrible thing to say about one’s own son and Grace knew she should be down on her knees
giving thanks for his thoughtfulness. On the other hand, he didn’t have to come running down
here today as if one day without hot water would trigger a massive heart attack or
something.Just because her heart had started giving a couple of irregular stutters in the last
year didn’t mean she wasn’t perfectly capable of managing till tomorrow when her usual fixit
man could come. Nevertheless, as soon as Ted called that morning and she mentioned the
problem, nothing would do but he and Abby had to drive down with his plumbing tools and
spend the afternoon tearing out the innards of her water heater.Just like Hank used to be, she
thought. Couldn’t stand to let things go unfixed five minutes.Abby didn’t seem to mind helping
him either. Grace knew she should be grateful for their solicitude but it had meant running out in
the rain to the grocery store so her refrigerator wouldn’t look as if she didn’t eat properly and
then hurrying back to freshen up the whole downstairs so they wouldn’t know that she spent
most of these short winter days either in the kitchen or holed up in her bedroom.So of course
that had left her a little breathless, which meant she’d had to listen to yet another round of how
the house was too much work and much too big for one woman alone. Never did have an ounce
of imagination, Ted. Not like Will, who—“Oh, no, you don’t, Grace Currin!” she scolded herself
out loud. “Stop whining for what you’ve lost and be grateful for what you still have.”Quickly,
almost superstitiously, she counted her blessings: a sensible solid son and pleasant daughter-in-
law who seemed to love each other, adequate income, good friends—though Sally was
remarried and involved with step-grandchildren and Jan had moved to Florida—and, above
everything else, reasonably good health (if you don’t count the arrhythmia, and I don’t, thought
Grace) which allowed her to continue living on her own.So the house calls up lonesome
memories sometimes, she thought. So what? “You should be glad you’ve had people, things, a
whole life worth feeling lonesome for,” she told herself sternly.When she and Hank first moved in
and began restoring the house themselves, the inside was scarcely habitable: crumbling plaster,



rotten roof, bare lightbulbs dangling at the end of frayed cords—what the classifieds used to call
a real Handyman’s Special. Will was three, Ted eighteen months, and she was blissfully
pregnant again. (Even though they’d gotten a late start, she and Hank were going for four.)Hank
always blamed the paint-remover fumes for her miscarriage and it nearly broke their hearts at
first when the doctor said there would be no more babies, but Will and Ted kept them hopping:
Cub Scouts, Little League, swimming lessons, the big house filled with friends and family.Even
now, all these years later, when she wandered through the wide halls and spacious rooms, she
could still hear echoes of running sneakers, doors slamming, boyish laughter. She could pass
the scarred newel post and remember how Will’s baseball bat always banged it as he swung
around the corner and took the stairs two at a time. Forever in a hurry. As if he’d known that he
—“There you go again!” Grace fumed, annoyed that she was letting old memories overwhelm
her. “If you can’t write a proper journal entry without turning into Poor Pitiful Pearl, then you
should clean up the kitchen, read a book, or go watch a rerun of Murder, She Wrote up in your
bedroom.”Sat. March 6th—I could absolutely spit! That mouthy Sally Massengill. Spends so
much time minding Martin’s puling grandbabies that her brain’s turned to mush. After I
specifically swore her to secrecy, what’s the first thing she says to Ted when she sees him out
pruning the shrubs that have overgrown my driveway?
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Ebook Library Reader, “Great short story!. I came to know this author from the Deborah Knott
mysteries about a judge in North Carolina. It starts with The Bootlegger's Daughter when she
runs for this office. I like Maron's style of writing, and it is evocative of the eastern half of the state
for me. I live in NC, and not in that part. It seems, however, to ring true. There are some books or
chapters that relate more to the mountains, my favorite part of the state although I live in the
Piedmont.This story does not involve Deborah Knott or mystery, but it's a very well done piece
that nearly everyone can relate to. Grace Currin will move closer to her son's home so that he
won't have to make very long trips to see her. She has heart problems, and he is burning up the
pavement and worrying about her. Her grief and regret at leaving starts you off, and it has a very
satisfying ending.”

Barbara J. Mitchell, “Lovely Short Story from a Favorite Author. This short story is about Grace
Currin who is a widow living alone in the house she and her late husband had raised their two
sons in. Grace has just been told she has a heart problem and her son is worrying himself silly
about her. He lives a long drive away but is going back and forth to make sure she's all right.Her
other son, obviously the one closest to her heart, died and she has never stopped mourning
him. The surviving son feels inadequate and unloved although she does love him dearly. When
he finds out other houses in the neighborhood are selling for high prices, he pushes her to
sell.No one has a clue why she doesn't want to move closer to her son or why she is so reluctant
to leave her home.  In this story we understand her and are pleased with the ending.”

CJ Lambert, “It tugs at your heart.. I am in the middle of moving from a house in which I reared
my kids. At the same time , I'm sorting out my parents house after my father's recent death.
Every familiar sunbeam, mark, things that other people see as imperfections, they are all sweet
memories. I smile with tears in my eyes. Growth Marks made me do the same.”

Lifelong Learner, “Was Sobbing by the end. This short story was beautiful. I was sobbing by the
time I finished it. The premise is simple: The protagonist is moving to be closer to her son and
daughter-in-law who is expecting. She has to leave the house where her other son and her
husband lived and died. In the process, she comes to understand what it means to grieve them
and love the family she still has left. It touched me on several levels.”

Ebook Library Reader, “A story to think about as you age. I like everything Ms. Maron writes. I
am a fan and I have most of her books. To re-read one of her books is always a pleasure and I
totally enjoy her Knott "family". She enfolds you into her "family" as well as her story. Long may
she write!”

Harold W. Burns, “Growth Marks by Margaret Maron. What can I say? Ms. Maron never fails to



entertain. I love he books so much that just went to Kindle and bought several more. Try one of
her books - I am almost sure you will enjoy it.”

JB, “what a wonderful story!. While not a classic mystery (as Margaret Maron informs us in the
introduction), I thoroughly enjoyed this story by one of my very favorite authors. I highly
recommend it and all of her books.”

OBD, “family memories. I know the feelings of the son and I know the feelings of his mother.
Love and forgiveness.  I wasn't expecting the ending but loved it!”

Annie W, “An extremely clever title. There's no murder, but there has been a death; in fact,
there's been more than one, and, now living alone following the death of her husband, Grace
Currin is rattling around in the big old house she and that husband bought, restored, and
envisioned filled with their children. Sadly, after a miscarriage quite a few years before, there
were only ever to be two children, and one of them died. Tom, the surviving son, is now married,
and living 90 minutes' drive away, yet still coming faithfully home to deal with problems around
the house, but for Grace the important being in her life is still her dead son, Will. How the lives,
attitudes, and perceptions of the Currin family are to change is the theme of this extremely
perceptive story: the growth marks are not merely those recorded on the wall of the old house,
but also the changes that are recorded through Grace's journal.The difficulty of coming to terms
with the death of a beloved family member is well-described through Grace's writings. It's clear
she hasn't yet adjusted to Will's loss, regardless of how it happened, and has not permitted
herself to see she has other responsibilities, too. It is frequently said that the person left alive has
an uphill struggle, since the one dead almost assumes sainthood, whether or not merited. No
consideration appears to have been given to Tom's feelings over the years, and it is not until his
personal circumstances change that Grace is obliged to reconsider many aspects of her life -
possibly another mark of growth.Don't let the above deter you from trying this story. As with
everything she writes, Margaret Maron has the ability to address complicated issues in an
apparently simple and straightforward fashion, showing clearly the pains, feelings of loss and
guilt, and the slow move towards acceptance and a fresh start. For a short story, about 21
pages, Ms Maron covers a great deal of ground, and paints the few characters, living and dead,
most deftly, so that the relationships between them are plain - and I spent quite a lot of my
reading time wishing I could give Grace Currin a good shake!”

Elizabeth J., “As Maron says, this is not really a mystery .... As Maron says, this is not really a
mystery, and yet, it's about the mystery of life and families and relationships. Well worth a read.”

The book by Margaret Maron has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 41 people have provided feedback.
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